
The field of in vitro toxicology has accelerated in recent years with the advances in computational tools and human in vitro tissue systems. These New Approach 

Methodologies (NAMs) tools in cellular and molecular biology facilitate a paradigm shift in toxicology testing, harnessing mammalian cell lines of better human relevance. 

NAMs have already been implemented for chemical testing and candidate drug development, driven by the need for faster and clinically relevant toxicological risk 

assessment. In tobacco fields, alternative, next-generation tobacco and nicotine products (NGPs), such as heated tobacco products (HTPs), electronic nicotine delivery 

systems (ENDS), smokeless tobacco products (snus) and tobacco-free oral nicotine pouches (NPs) are introduced with the potential to reduce risk of smoking-related 

diseases compared to cigarettes. Here also, NAMs offer effective toxicity screening tools as part of a testing framework for these potentially less toxic NGPs. Indeed, the in 

vitro-based toxicity tools are actively applied in various industry sectors and have started to demonstrate potential utility for NGP development and testing. 

In this poster, we introduce the Cooperation Centre for Scientific Research Relative to Tobacco (CORESTA), an international organization that is leading collaboration and 

promoting research into tobacco and nicotine products, with >800 experts from 162 organizations including industry, contract laboratories, academic, governmental and non-

governmental organizations. In the last few years, the CORESTA members (via Next Generation Tox Task Force and In Vitro Subgroup) are actively exploring the application 

of NAMs in tobacco regulatory sciences, through literature reviews, scientific studies, and recently at two CORESTA symposiums. We present the goals and outcomes of 

these symposiums, the utilities and strengths of NAMs as well as gaps and opportunities and related CORESTA activities. The importance and opportunity for the fit-for-

purpose testing and method standardization will also be discussed to support the regulatory acceptance and implementation of NAMs for NGP assessment. 
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• NAMs have the potential to not only replace but possibly outperform traditional animal testing:  They are intended to be pragmatic in terms of cost, time, and 

resources and offer enhanced sensitivity in predicting human-relevant health impacts.

o There are likely more than one set of NAM tools to answer toxicological questions typically addressed by in vivo testing. Case examples presented (whole aerosol in 

vitro toxicity of repeated exposures (Simms et al; Keyser et al, 2023) and COPD in vitro models of lung function and oxidative stress (Talikka et al; Ito et al, 2023) 

demonstrate the feasibility of the AOP-based toxicological knowledge framework to support chemical risk assessment based on mechanistic reasoning.

o Understanding the dosimetry between in vitro and in vivo conditions is critical in ultimate use of the in vitro-based (NAM) results for quantitative toxicological risk 

assessment. We introduced publicly available computational kinetic models (Zhang et al, 2023) that allow extrapolation of dosimetry across in vitro, in vivo, and 

human exposures under different use scenarios using a case example of oral flavor ingredients.

• Expanded use of NAMs in toxicological assessment requires a shift in paradigm from the apical in vivo endpoints to mechanistic NAM-based outcomes. Change the 

question, for example, from seeking an “in vivo no effect level” to a “Point-of-departure (POD) for a cellular event” that leads to clinical adverse outcomes.

• Opportunities exist in defining the context-of-use and standardization to gain confidence in wider applications. Clarity in the metrics for qualification and biological 

validation are needed before NAMs-based risk assessments achieve full legitimacy for regulatory decision making.

• Continued communication and dedicated engagements among stakeholders (regulatory agencies, developers, and industry) are critical to sustain the momentum.  
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Next-Generation Tobacco & Nicotine Products (NGPs):

Inhalables: e.g.,   

• ENDS – electronic nicotine delivery systems

•  HTPs – heated tobacco products

Oral: e.g.,

• ST - Smokeless tobacco (snus)

• NPs - Tobacco-free nicotine pouches

Cooperation Centre for Scientific Research Relative to Tobacco: 

• A non-profit organization created in 1956 governed by French law

• Purpose: To promote and facilitate cooperation in scientific research relative to tobacco and its derived products

• Vision: To be recognized by our members and relevant external bodies as an authoritative source of publicly 

available credible science and best practices related to tobacco and its derived products
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